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The limitations of conventional tactile or
electromechanical switches have made electronic
counterparts not only desirable, but necessary. The
susceptibility to mechanical failure and the relatively high
cost of tactile switches are only two of the factors fuelling
the trend to replace them with electronic switches. With
modern processing speeds that allow sampling periods in
the nanosecond range, the switching transients or
“bounce” of conventional switches have become
unacceptable.
For these reasons, electronic switches such as capacitive
touch sensors are becoming the technology of choice for
modern applications. The benefits of capacitive sensors
include reliable, invariable functioning, better sensitivity,
higher levels of safety…
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To enable next generation capacitive user interfaces and
intelligent switch applications for users to interact naturally
with products through capacitive proximity and touch
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Introducing the IQS924 Two Channel
Capacitive Touch Dimmer
The IQS924 ProxSense® IC is a fully integrated dual channel
capacitive contact and proximity sensors with built in controller
for dimming applications. With market leading sensitivity and
automatic tuning of the sense electrode, the IQS924 provides an
extremely cost effective minimalist implementation requiring very
few external components. The device is ready for use in a large
range of lighting applications, while programming options allow
flexible fine tuning in specialized applications.

Two Channel Sensing
With Two channels, you are able to more
robustly design your application! The
picture above shows just how easy it is to
design the IQS924 into your next
application!

Typical Applications


General LED Dimming



Toys



Camping lights



Flash lights



Floor/Corridor and stairway lighting



Under cabinet lighting



Replacement for electromechanical switches



Proximity detection that enables backlighting activation
(Patented)

The IQS924 Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two channel capacitive proximity and touch controller
Integrated for low system cost
Dimmer user interface
Touch dimming control
Proximity and dimming control channels
Proximity Find-In-The-Dark
LED backlight for user feedback
Auto Tuning Implementation for optimum sensitivity
I2CTM Interface
Supply Voltage 1.8V to 3.3V
Configurable low power modes.
Low Power consumption <6uA
Package MSOP-10, SOIC-14
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Page 1 Continued
improved immunity against aqueous
substances, and ultra-low power
consumption, especially for portable and
battery operated devices.

depicts a simple 3-channel self-capacitance
sense electrode that can be implemented to
perform the swipe detection.

Thus capacitive touch sensors are an ideal
approach to designing the electronic switch,
but the technology does have minor
limitations.
All materials or objects possess a certain
electrical permittivity or dielectric constant,
thus the detection of foreign objects in the
sense environment is inevitable and the
unintended activation of a device may be
produced by metallic objects or electrically
conductive or ionic solutions. This may raise
safety concerns for use in products such as
hot appliances (e.g. stove tops, hairdryers
etc.)

Figure 1: A 3-channel sense electrode for a swipe-switch device

Further limitations of capacitive sensors
include their uninterrupted power dissipation
and the fact that portable devices are
introduced to continuously changing
environments, which may influence the
sensor’s sensitivity due to a varying reference
potential.

User input is identified by sequences of a
combination of input states, where a number
(e.g. 1, 2, or 3) indicates a touch
condition/state on the corresponding channel
and a z-character indicates a zero
condition/state.
For a 2-channel electrode, a simple swipe or
gesture can be seen as a touch on the first
electrode (1z), followed by a touch (12) on
both electrodes, and lastly followed by a
touch on the second electrode (z2). The
required sequence of state combinations can
be summarized as: 1z, 12, z2. If a swipe event is
to be recognized in the opposite/reverse
direction, the required swipe sequence will be:
z2, 12, 1z. Any combination of states not seen
in these orders will clear the current state
machine, and the switch will wait for the next
valid start condition.

However, by implementing refined
semiconductor technology together with
innovative capacitive sense electrode designs
and advanced processing algorithms, an
intelligent capacitive “swipe-switch” may be
implemented to circumvent these limitations.
Design and Implementation
A capacitive swipe-switch is based on a 2- or
3-channel capacitive sense electrode. The
signals must satisfy specified control algorithms
to register as valid swipe or gesture actions.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 1, which

For the full article, visit Embedded.com, here.
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The IQS213 SwipeSwitch™ Demo Kit
Azoteq’s IQS213EV03 Evaluation Kit demonstrates the
SwipeSwitch™ ease of use and versatility of design. The
EV-Kit is manufactured in five parts, consisting of the
mainboard device, and four separate swipe plug-in
module boards.

Features


Modular design: Connect
one of the supplied plug-in
modules into the
mainboard, to evaluate
and compare swipe
performance



Reference designs for
IQS213 with user proximity,
touch and swipe detection
ability



Four separate module
boards to evaluate 2 or 3
channel swipe operation, in
either projected
capacitance mode, or selfcapacitance mode



Used in Data Streaming
Mode: EV-KIT requires MiniUSB cable



Powered by supplied
battery, or by Mini-USB
cable

Figure 1 IQS213EV03 EV-Kit

To visualize raw data from the EV-Kit, the main board
can be interfaced to any personal computer with USB
support, and IQS213 software GUI. The purpose of the
IQS213EV03 EV-Kit is to help application and
development engineers in evaluating the IQS213
proximity, touch and swipe sensor, in both selfcapacitance and projected capacitance modes.
Figure 1 above illustrates the evaluation kit mainboard
and a plug-in swipe module board. Simply plug in the
desired swipe module board and turn on the power
switch, as depicted in the picture below.

For more information on how to use the SwipeSwitch™
EV-Kit, visit here.
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What to keep in mind
when designing your
Track-pad
There are many design choices that must be considered
when designing a track-pad. Some things to keep in mind
are:


Use non-conductive overlay such as plexiglass or PET



Minimize the air gap



Locate the snap dome positions between Rx’s and
Tx’s



Use a uniform diamond pattern



Route the Tx’s and Rx’s separately



Ensure a rigid mechanical housing

If backlighting is needed, LEDs can be
placed in the center of a diamond. If
the cut-out is kept to a minimum, the
tracking will not be negatively affected.
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